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ABSTRACT

Promoting the Consumer Citizen:
Seals, Spectacles, and the Gendered Consumer in Depression Era America
By
Danielle B. Wetmore

Advisor: Cindy Lobel and Tanya Agathocleous
This thesis will argue that New Deal legislation accounted for increased importance placed
on consumers and the articulation of consumer citizenship as female during the Great
Depression. Once New Deal programs and legislation determined and legitimized the consumer
citizen, the consumer citizen exercised influence though purchasing power. Analyzing the ways
the federal government defined women as consumer citizens through programs like the National
Recovery Administration’s Blue Eagle Campaign offers important insight into who was
considered to have a voice. Notions of citizenship define groups by who has the necessary
attributes and qualifications—in this case the means to purchase goods—to be included. By
naming a group, like consumer citizens, those excluded become highlighted. Through these
relationships this thesis will examine gender norms, a nation and economy in crisis,
consumerism, advertising, citizenship, issues of class, and identity formation. The content of this
paper will examine questions such as, who has access to being considered a consumer citizen?
What are the limits of consumer citizenship?
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Introduction

The National Recovery Administration and the Blue Eagle Campaign gave women a
clear platform for political engagement: consumerism. By 1933, white women across the
country had had access to voting for thirteen years—a period of time during which the
population strived to figure out the correct way for women to practice this right. Of course,
consumer citizenship was not new to middle class white women in 1920, but women with
purchasing power were invited to play a much larger role under the Blue Eagle Campaign: the
personification of economic recovery. The federal government expanded women’s access to
political platforms through the solidification of women as purchasing agents in this period via
advertising, seals, spectacles like parades, radio broadcast, and films and film trailers. However,
even as they acknowledged the role of women in consumption as political, the federal
government curtailed women’s political agency by sequestering that impact to the ultra-gendered
arena of shopping. This project will examine the ways in which the implementation of the Blue
Eagle Campaign used the established patterns of the advertising industry to gender the consumer
in the eyes of the federal government (Part I) and used spectacle to reach a (also gendered) mass
audience (Part II).
Seals began to be a common sight to the consumer at the turn of the twentieth century as
a tool of Progressive reform, largely created by non-governmental programs and agencies out of
frustration that products and working conditions were not under more government oversight and
regulation. Beginning in 1909 the Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval offered consumers
solace that they were receiving “institute tested” products for safety and efficacy. The
International Ladies Garment Workers had the Union Label which, starting in 1900, informed
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shoppers that these products were made under fair labor conditions, signaling they were safe for
the worker and the consumer. Today with the rise of “clean beauty” seals, producers aim to fill a
similar gap in government oversight of the industry—the last regulation passed for cosmetics
was in 1938 with The United States Food, Drug, and Cosmetics Act. The Blue Eagle seal, by
contrast, was a symbol of the federal government, designed to guide consumer behavior towards
trends that the government could not regulate. The Blue Eagle Campaign was a “buy American”
campaign, represented by a seal, and created by the National Recovery Administration (NRA)
during the Great Depression.
New Deal legislation accounted for the increased importance placed on consumers and
consumer citizenship during the Great Depression. While the Blue Eagle Campaign was a short
program lasting only from 1933 to 1935, it sheds light on consumerism, notions of consumer
citizenship, and the role of women as defined by advertisers and the government. This work
aims to situate the Blue Eagle Campaign within the larger historiography of consumerism—from
the ten-cent magazine boom of the 1890s to the onset of WWII—that ushered in an evolved set
of relationships between consumers, advertisers, and the federal government.
The US government would eventually harness the idea of the consumer citizen for many
purposes and to great effect, borrowing concepts born in the private sector. Advertisers and their
clients created the consumer citizen and gave them the power to vote with their dollar within the
arena of the marketplace. In the marketplace, so long as choice was available, purchasing was
voting. Advertisers and their clients imbued consumption with political meaning that shaped
definitions of political participation through editorial content. For example, a 1935 Saturday
Evening Post ad for Campbell’s Pork-and-Beans reads “America overwhelmingly prefers these
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pork-and-beans.”1 The style of this ad is that the votes have been counted and Campbell’s wins.
Historian Charles McGovern suggests that “powerful connections between buying and voting,
economic choice and political sovereignty, undergirded advertising ideology. Between the
1890s and the Depression, advertising established strong associations between consuming and
voting that have held sway, albeit with changes ever since.”2 By the 1930s consumers were
accustomed to this link between voting power and purchasing power, thus the concept of
consumer citizenship in the marketplace of goods offered the federal government a foundation
on which to build. McGovern additionally notes that advertisers utilized a variety of patriotic
figures as visual components to link consumption with political meaning and power. According
to McGovern, Uncle Sam appeared in the most ads, but Lady Liberty, a variety of presidents, and
the founding fathers were also well represented as figures used to steep consumerism with
political ideal and definitions. The Blue Eagle emblem fits squarely into this idea of voting with
your dollar.
The notion of consumer citizenship began in the advertising industry just as “buy
American” campaigns began as advertising mechanisms. In fact, at the beginning of the
Depression, while Hoover was in office, William Randolph Hearst used his newspapers to issue
calls for consumers to buy American. Historian Dana Frank writes that in 1932 “every day for
two months, beginning December 26th, the front pages of [Heart’s] twenty-seven newspapers

1

Roland Marchand, Advertising the American Dream: Making Way for Modernity 19201940 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985) 81. Saturday Evening Post, Aug. 17, 1935,
p.25.
2
Charles McGovern, Sold American: Consumption and Citizenship, 1890-1945 (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2006) 68.
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trumpeted at least one, and often three or four, Buy American stories.”3 Hearst derided foreign
goods and included phrases like “keep American money in America and provide employment for
American citizens.”4 By 1933, Hearst’s media empire was wide-ranging and enormously
influential with a national audience and Hearst himself had long used his newspaper front pages
as a bully pulpit. In the 1930s, Hearst heralded that consumption and buying American would
ease the Depression. These calls to buy American were also linked by advertisers more broadly
to other patriotic symbols in ad copy. By the 1930s, consumerism had been inextricably tied to
American-ness. Whether heralding people to buy American, vote with their dollar, or enter the
democracy of goods, advertisers connected consumption to being American.
Today market segmentation is a major aspect of advertising, but that was not yet the case
in the 1930s. Rather, advertisers came up with a vision of the “average” consumer.5 In the
literature of the campaign as well as mass media, there were two proto consumers during the
1930s: the everywoman and the businessman. These two images are not only that of the
consumer, as idealized by advertisers and the government, but also of a “typical” American. In
order to understand how these tropes were adopted for use by the federal government, we must
first understand the characteristics of these figures in the popular imagination as crafted by mass
media outlets (mass market periodicals, films, and radio content, including advertising).
The National Recovery Administration employed accepted messages that were created
and reinforced by advertisers when they established the directives and audiences of the Blue

3

Dana Frank, Buy American: The Untold Story of Economic Nationalism (Boston: Beacon
Press, 1999) 59.
4
Frank, Buy American, 60.
5
Jennifer Scanlon, Inarticulate Longings: The Ladies’ Home Journal, Gender, and the
Promise of Consumer Culture (New York: Routledge, 1995) 197.
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Eagle Campaign. McGovern argues that the “most influential aspects of advertising sociology”
were the “portrait of American women as the ideal consumer and its construction of the lowermiddle and working classes as a mass audience.”6 To be clear, when dominant media spoke of
“women” what they meant was white, middle class, Protestant women. The Blue Eagle
campaign relied on this image of affluent and white women as archetypical consumers, while it
also orchestrated elaborate mass amusements (parades, aerial shows, movie features) to attract
mass audiences, including the lower-middle and working classes. Of course, these audiences
never accounted for all Americans as one needed to have some purchasing power and access in
order to participate in this new consumer citizenship. An individual needed to have the ability to
shop in a store. In order to do that there must be at least a couple of stores available (otherwise
choice is taken out of the equation). This individual also needs to be allowed into the store—
classism, racism, or other kinds of discrimination may have barred an individual from
participating in the space. Having access to a store has class, gender, race, (dis)ability, and
geographic limitations.
So, then, what is consumer citizenship? The foundation of consumer citizenship is the idea
that one can vote with their dollar. Thereby, to be enfranchised, an individual must have enough
surplus income and access to product options to discern between like items. An individual who
goes without or is only reliably able to access the cheapest option is not making a political
statement, is not voting with their dollar. A consumer citizen possesses purchasing power. The
consumer citizen emerges as a new cultural and political actor in twentieth century America;
created and upheld by politics, advertising, and Hollywood.

6

McGovern, Sold American, 36.
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The twentieth century consumer was an important cultural actor whose voice and actions
were defined and limited by their buying power. Magazine editors, advertisers, and department
stores intentionally constructed women as consumers at the turn-of-the-century, which has
proven to be a lasting assumption made by advertisers as well as other culture brokers. A study
of advertising and mass media periodicals reveals an expansion in the definition of the consumer
from 1890 to 1940, which solidified women as the ideal consumer. Most goods from generic
household wares to cosmetics to appliances were marketed to women. Consumption became
modern and magazine editors turned their readers into consumers during this period. A sharp
rise in advertising space in magazines, combined with technological advancements in printing
led to the ten-cent magazine boom, which inherently made the reader a consumer. The majority
of the ads in general interest periodicals (Saturday Evening Post, Life, etc.) as well as women’s
magazines (Ladies Home Journal, Good Housekeeping, etc.) targeted women. Alongside
magazines, department stores were also generating definitions of who was shopping. Leach
argues:
On the one hand, such consumer businesses as department stores deepened and
reinforced gender distinctions; store decorators, by consciously crafting interior spaces
and schemes, forcefully institutionalized stereotypes and images that may have been
incompletely realized only in the minds of most men and women. Thus, the color
schemes in the stores, the fashion and the theater, the indulgence and the impulse became
even more associated in the minds of both sexes with femininity.7

7

Leach, William R. "Transformations in a Culture of Consumption: Women and Department
Stores, 1890-1925." The Journal of American History 71, no. 2 (1984): 319-42. Accessed April
8, 2019. doi:10.2307/1901758. 331.
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Brokers in advertising, magazine publishing, and department stores had a vested interest in
creating and maintaining an idealized female consumer. The federal government used these
existing norms and structures to create the Blue Eagle Campaign’s vision of the consumer.
The everywoman was an idealized female figure, also described as a “composite woman”
(see figures 1.1 and 1.2). She was someone that a certain group of white women with enough
money to be categorized as consumers could project themselves onto. As a visual stereotype she
was young (in her early twenties), white, and existed largely on her own rather than engaged in
some type of activity in advertising images. Her presence was there only to enhance the product
meant for sale. The ads generally conformed to the ideology of the dominant readership of mass
publications and thus many consumers were presented with visual stereotypes that did not reflect
their own images or experiences and instead reinforced white, middle class, native-born values
and ideas. In magazine advertising of the period, the female figures were made-up in a
consistent way. The normative style for eyebrows was thin, slightly arched, and darker than the
hair color. Use of mascara was apparent in the thick, dark eyelashes. Eyelids were darkened
with eyeshadow, but eyeliner was not widely used. Eye shadowing effects were visible in the
ads, but color could not be identified because most of the ads were in black and white. Dark
matte lips were popular, but heavy rouge was not noticeable in the majority of the ads. These
visual cues made it clear that these women were adhering to the “natural look,” which was the
most normatively acceptable cosmetics application of the period; the “glamour look” followed
the cues of Hollywood, but the artifice of the makeup was still deemed socially unsafe as a
normative style in the 1930s.8 If more than simply her face or torso was shown, she tended to be
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Danielle Wetmore, Making Makeup Respectable: Cosmetics Advertising During the Great
Depression. Undergraduate Thesis, University of Redlands, 2011. 43
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wearing a dress. These traits were uniform among the different “looks” advertisers were
promoting. These advertisements in the mass periodicals showed normative beauty standards
and that “the American beauty was not only white and young and middle-class; she was also not
of African descent, did not speak with an accent, did not worry about the price of a beauty
soap.”9 The “everywoman” stereotype worked as an exclusionary mechanism to limit the visual
vocabulary of American women to white, middle-class, women who also had the purchasing
power to participate in the consumerism sold in the ad.
The scaffolding of women as shoppers, Leach argues, goes back at least to 1840 when
“especially in urban centers, shopping had become a woman’s job, reflecting the gender
differentiation of the roles that resulted from the separation of workplace and home and that it
was supported by the rise of wage and salaried male labor.”10 Once this separation was in place,
women’s shopping became more public and “by the 1880s the New York Times could report
‘the awful prevalence of the vice of shopping among women…’”11 It is clear that, from the
perspective of the New York Times, shopping was a women’s activity, and one that needed to be
regulated at that. White, middle- and upper-class women increasingly became procurers versus
producers of goods. Leach and Marchand both note that women were doing the bulk of the
shopping in the period. Leach writes: “by 1915 women were doing between 80 and 85 percent
of the consumer purchasing in the United States.”12 Marchand argues:
demographically, of course, women comprised no more than a razor-thin majority of the
nations population--or any of its mass or class segments. But statistics indicated that
women did the bulk of the nation’s retail buying. A constant agency cliché referred to
9

Scanlon, Inarticulate Longings, 213.
Leach, Transformations in a Culture of Consumption, 333.
11
Ibid.
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Ibid.
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women as the ‘purchasing agents’ of their families, an analogy that suggested near-total
responsibility for expenditures. The advertising trade journals commonly attributed 85
percent of all consumer spending to women. Scarcely anyone estimated women as
comprising less than 80 percent of the consumer audience.13

Both Marchand and Leach cite advertising journals as their source for this statistic, but neither
offer any more information about how statistic was compiled. What is clear, though, is that
advertisers were committed to promoting this notion that women had control over purchases of
most consumer goods.
Just as limited a figure as the everywoman was her minor companion in consumerism:
the businessman (see figures 2.1 and 2.2). In the 1930s, advertisers worked to tie the visual
vocabulary of the businessman to specific definitions of race, class, and gender performance
through consumption. They used the businessman to engage specific anxieties linked to
employment. In ads, the businessman was presented with a specific look—he was white, young
and clean-shaven, wore a suit and tie, and had short hair with an off-centered part. Often, only
his torso was visible, which allowed his cleanly-shaven face to be judged and examined by the
reader in close-up. Advertisers informed the reader through the ad copy not only of the value of
the product, but how the image should be read and understood, thus developing and
strengthening the visual vocabulary of the businessman image. The businessman was the hero of
male advertising, framed as a type of insurance. The ultimate American, he was an idealized and
powerful figure that connected ideas around nationhood and citizenship with consumption, while
marginalizing those who were not represented by the ideal. The white businessman reflected the
realities of a small population, but the ads trumpeted the possibility of this achievement and

13

Marchand, Advertising the American Dream, 66.
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upward mobility through consumerism, thus marking consumption as the answer to societal,
cultural, and political problems.
The everywoman and businessmen tropes personified very narrow definitions of the
consumer citizens that shaped how the American public understood who was a worthy citizen
and how they looked and behaved, while making mass consumption a central value. The federal
government would use these tools to enlist its citizens in the Blue Eagle Campaign to alleviate
the social, economic, and political crisis of the Great Depression.
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Part I: NIRA, NRA, and the Early Days of the Blue Eagle

The National Industrial Recovery Act, passed in June of 1933, created the National
Recovery Administration with the ambitious goal to “restore unemployment and prosperity”
through public and private economic planning and regulation.14 The Blue Eagle Campaign is
tied to section 7a of the National Industrial Recovery Act, which declared:
Every code of fair competition, agreement, and license approved, prescribed, or issued
under this title shall contain the following conditions: (1) That employees shall have the
right to organize and bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing,
and shall be free from the interference restraint, or coercion of employers of labor, or
their agents, in the designation of such representatives or in self-organization or in other
concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or
protection; (2) that no employee and no one seeking employment shall be required as a
condition of employment to join any company union or to refrain from joining,
organizing, or assisting a labor organization of his own choosing; and (3) that employers
shall comply with the maximum hours of labor, minimum rates of pay, and other
conditions of employment, approved or prescribed by the President.15

The Blue Eagle would be awarded to companies that operated under the industry-established
“codes of fair competition.” However, because these codes had to be agreed upon, drafted, and
approved within each industry, it was a lengthy process. The President’s Reemployment
Agreement (PRA) acted as a bridge for companies to begin participating in the Blue Eagle
Campaign as soon as they followed the basic tenets of the code, but before an established
industry code was put into effect. The PRA became known as the “Blanket Code” because of its
broad stipulations that could apply to a variety of industries. By signing the President’s

14

Robert S. McElvaine, The Great Depression: America, 1929-1941 (New York: Three
Rivers Press, 1984) 158.
15
“Transcript of National Industrial Recovery Act (1933),”
http://www.ourdocuments.gov/doc.php?doc=66&page=transcript (accessed 20 October 2012).
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Reemployment Agreement or “Blanket Code,” the business agreed to minimum wages,
maximum hours, child labor stipulations, and fair competition practices.16 The Blue Eagle
Campaign was created to arouse public opinion, backing the codes and supporting the businesses
and products that complied. Without strong public support, Hugh Johnson, head of the NRA,
believed the act to be “unenforceable.”17 For the Blue Eagle Campaign to work, it had to be
meaningful for a number of different groups of people; there had to be something at stake for
them to buy in. The NRA needed to assert the importance of the Blue Eagle Campaign to
businesses and consumers. Once the importance of the Blue Eagle was understood, advertisers
could use the emblem as an advertising mechanism. Thus, it was important for the success of the
NRA for the administration to convince the public that adoption of the stipulations of the NIRA
was imperative to return the economy to health with lower unemployment and higher rates of
consumption.
Johnson built the Blue Eagle Campaign around the idea that consumers would reward the
companies that signed the President’s Agreement and punish those that did not. Companies were
to be compelled to sign the President’s Agreement based on the assumption that being allowed to
display the Blue Eagle promised sales. Under the New Deal, different agencies were tasked with
addressing concerns and needs in different sectors of government and society—the NRA was to
meet this need for industry, while the Agricultural Adjustment Administration (AAA) addressed

16

Franklin D. Roosevelt: “The President’s Reemployment Agreement,” July 27, 1933.
Online by The American Presidency Project. http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=14492.
17
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agriculture. Legislators created a law that balanced interest in creating more fair industries
(wages, hours, ages, etc.) with the goal of increasing the purchasing power of Americans.
To encourage consumers to sign on to the Blue Eagle, the government used a twopronged approach: top down messages from the President or other important governmental
figures and on-the-ground, community-based canvassing. In order to generate large-scale public
support for the NRA, FDR turned to the airwaves to introduce the concept. In his second fireside
chat, he outlined a theory of spreading fair labor practices through governmental oversight and
tells a story about the cotton industry to describe the NIRA.18 On his next radio broadcast on
July 24, 1933 Roosevelt announced the passing of the bill at the center of the cotton industry
story and opened the job drive. While encouraging the establishment of codes, the President also
unveiled the blanket agreement (PRA), that employers could utilize immediately “and not six
months from now.”19 This radio address officially opened the jobs drive and was reported as
such in the New York Times. On August 1, 1933 the President’s Reemployment drive officially
began and the Blue Eagle insignia began to be used, which then gave the Blue Eagle campaign
increasing visibility. Fireside chats introduced the public to the concept and a large-scale
education campaign would follow to garner support for the Blue Eagle.

Creating and Publicizing the Blue Eagle Campaign
The federal government created the Blue Eagle Campaign under the National Recovery
Administration with the goal to restore the nation’s purchasing power. The campaign was going
to achieve this goal through a two-fold process: first, convince businesses to band together,

18
19
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create, and sign on to codes of fair competition for their industry and, secondly, to encourage the
consuming public to buy under the Blue Eagle. The PRA was authorized under section 4a of the
National Industrial Recovery Act. It established minimum wages, maximum hours, work hours,
minimum working age, and price agreements.20 Once a business had signed the PRA, they were
authorized to use the Blue Eagle.
In order for a business to get official authorization to use the Blue Eagle they had to sign
the PRA, mail it to their District Office of the Department of Commerce, follow the regulations
set by the PRA, sign a certificate of compliance (it came with the agreement and it says “I/We
certify that we have adjusted the hours of labor and the wages of our employees to accord with
the President’s Reemployment Agreement, which we have signed”), deliver the certificate of
compliance to local post office, and get the Blue Eagle from the Postmaster.21 There were, of
course, exceptions to this procedure, but this was the basic outline of the process. Once the
Postmaster distributed the Blue Eagle to a company, they could display it in their business.
Storefronts often hung large banners or posters in their windows to signify that the business was
under the Blue Eagle (see figure 3.1), but that did not signify that all products in those stores
were necessarily under the Blue Eagle. A consumer would recognize which products were by
the smaller decals of the seal placed on packaging or in ad copy (see figure 3.2). The seal could
be spotted on advertising for soap, razors, cigars, cosmetics, clothing candy, butchers, and

20
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cigarettes among others. Blue Eagle Campaign officials regulated insignia use at the storefront,
on the product, and in ad copy.

Purchasing Power
The NRA made it clear that they believed the increase of purchasing power for
Americans was of central importance to relieve the Great Depression. Here we must consider a
few major aspects of this argument: what is purchasing power, how did the NRA leverage this
idea, and who has it? Purchasing power is the ability to buy goods, which can involve largescale buying (when companies buy mass amounts of a good for production needs) or can happen
at a smaller, single consumer level, when a person buys any commercial good. The NRA’s
education campaign was focused on this individual consumer—the goal was to increase their
buying power. The way in which the NRA was formulated to increase the buying power of the
nation’s consumers was to establish minimum wages and maximum hours. The minimum wage,
in theory, would increase people's earnings and thus their purchasing power. Maximum hours
created a system that may require more employees, thus providing more jobs and establishing
that population with purchasing power. The first line of the President’s Reemployment
Agreement establishes purchasing power as a central goal of the program stating: “this
agreement is part of a nationwide plan to raise wages, create employment, and thus increase
purchasing power and restore business.”22 In July of 1933 when President Roosevelt opened the

22
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jobs drive the unemployment rate in the US was 23.84%.23 The jobless have little purchasing
power, so while it may have been an underlying goal to grant purchasing power to that
population, they were not the immediate target. The immediate target of the campaign must
have been employed or more likely, given the imagined ideal consumer, would have been a
woman married to an employed man.24

Centering the Female Consumer in the Blue Eagle Campaign
The NRA addressed the Blue Eagle emblem, its use, and reproduction parameters right
away. Roosevelt opened the nation’s job drive in his third fireside chat on the evening of July
22nd and the next day NRA circular no.1, “Regulation governing use of insignia by employers
who have signed the President’s Reemployment Agreement,” was released.25 The article stated
that the emblem “may not be used or reproduced without authority of the N.R.A.”26 It also stated
that “any responsible manufacturer will be authorized to make and offer for sale hangers, cards,
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and stickers” if they apply to the NRA.27 In order to be considered a responsible manufacturer
and be authorized to make the aforementioned items, the manufacturer must agree “to conform
to regulation to prevent the emblem coming into the hands of employers not authorized to use it;
(b) he himself has signed the President’s Reemployment agreement and is authorized to use the
emblem; and (c) he will sell at a reasonable price.” The article also stated that the names of
authorized retailers would be announced so that businesses interested in purchasing these
materials would have access to the information. As far as the emblem’s use in advertising went,
newspapers were allowed to publish the insignia so long as the company advertising was an
authorized member of the Blue Eagle Campaign through the PRA or individual industry code. In
order to prove enrollment in the Blue Eagle campaign, companies using the emblem in
newspaper ads or the like were to attach a one and a quarter inch sticker to their order. These
stickers must have been included in the package of insignia that the Postmaster Generals
distributed. Employers could use the emblem in other ways if they wished, but they had first to
consult with the NRA for approval. Between the National Recovery Administration and
employers uses of the emblem, the Blue Eagle insignia was printed in advertisements, on
stickers, hangers, posters, cards, stationery, and other material. While a company was under the
Blue Eagle, it was an image regularly seen by those who worked at the company, peer
businesses, and customers.
Johnson wanted to use the Blue Eagle emblem to make the National Recovery
Administration’s efforts highly visible and legitimize a controversial program within a contested
larger project, then set up regulations for use of the image, and build a structure for the
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distribution of the emblem. While the Blue Eagle Campaign set up these structures, the
campaign itself did not pay for any advertising and shared that information widely: “the
administration tonight again emphasized the fact that no government money is bein [sic] spent
for advertising space, Mats are being supplied by the administration, but the space must be paid
for by local supporters of the campaign.”28 Given the regularity at which campaign workers
highlighted the fact that the campaign did not spend money on advertising space, it must have
been a point of pride. What is overlooked in that statement is the money being spent to advertise
the campaign itself: the campaign used speeches, FDR’s fireside chats, and news stories to
spread information. Ultimately, the publicity effort was also highly reliant on volunteer
committees to convince businesses and consumers to sign on. These volunteers were organized
at the local level through committees and the regional NRA offices. While the Blue Eagle
Campaign emphasized the cost effectiveness of the campaign, the campaign was passing the cost
onto individuals, community groups, and companies.
Johnson directed local Chambers of Commerce to “take initiative in forming local
committees to carry on the drive.”29 Rather than create a brand new committee Johnson urged
officials to look to groups that already performed some kind of community function like:
“Clearing House Association, Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions, Retail Merchants’, Federation of Labor,
Advertising Club, Federation of Women’s Clubs, Welfare societies, Ministerial Association,
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Real Estate Association…”30 The Blue Eagle Campaign borrowed this committee structure from
the Liberty Loan Drive.
For a more operational view, the committees follow a tiered structure that is “military in
character.” The Governor of each state was directed to appoint a state chairman and
chairwoman. Each of the “chief cities” in that state would have an executive committee made up
of a general and lieutenant-general (the guidelines mandated that the lieutenant general be a
woman to signal that women were at some level important to the campaign, but they were not
given any power since no one reported to them). Three colonels would report to the general on
manpower, publicity, and speakers. Seven majors and seven captains, who have a company of
eight men, would be appointed to the colonels. The basic city committee structure required 194
people working volunteer positions. Mary E. Hughes headed the office of Women’s Work.
Each county or city, depending on size, also had a women’s committee that required ten women
to run. Each committee woman was assigned a different task. The tasks were assigned as
follows:
(1) Contact the presidents of women’s organization in the area and urge them and their
members to become consumer signers.
(2) Know the Presidents Program in order to “educate, inform, and answer questions.”
(3) Ensure that the Women’s page(s) of local newspapers carry stories about the role of
women in the NRA.
(4) Make sure that Women’s role in the NRA stories are run in publications other than
newspapers.
(5) Organize women to pay for and run ads in support of the NRA.
(6) Convince business owners who have the Blue Eagle to run a line in the newspaper
“calling that fact ESPECIALLY to the attention of women.”
(7) Work with the President’s Emergency Reemployment Drive Committee to arrange
for radio broadcasts. “Get the assignment of time which is to be allotted to women.”
(8) Thumb tack bulletins at the “Y.W.C.A., in Women’s Club rooms, stores, offices and
any other places where they will be read by large numbers of women.”
30
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(9) Contact the women’s organization in churches, ask them to study the President’s
program, and sign the consumers pledge
(10) Work with your local General on the block by block unemployment survey.
The work of these women was clearly organized beneath the city committees, but the women’s
committee demonstrated the emphasis the drive placed on women as the nation’s consumers.
The campaign furnished these committees with publicity materials:
a press book containing forty advertisements to be underwritten locally, prepared
interviews and news suggestions which will be usable in any community, will be supplied
to all local committees. Mats for newspaper advertisements will be available at thirtyfour distributing stations throughout the country and local committees can give all
information about the mats by referring to their press books. Mats for cartoon boosting
the campaign also will be supplied committees upon application.31

The National Recovery Administration invested resources in the campaign, but did so in order to
bolster local efforts. This required an extensive network of volunteers to spread the message of
the Blue Eagle. There were two groups of people who required the information: business
operators and consumers.
The National Recovery Administration framed women as the most important consumer.
The Blue Eagle Campaign/NRA made the claim throughout campaign literature that women
represented 85% of consumer purchases. By the 1930s it was simply accepted that women were
the primary shoppers, because by the time the Blue Eagle Campaign used this statistic, it had
been around for over fifteen years. Though the claim was unsubstantiated throughout the
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campaign literature, it was cited frequently to make the case for the importance of women as
consumers. For example, this is how this statistic is used in the National Recovery
Administration Official Women’s Organization Handbook: “women are reliably estimated to do
85% of the nation’s buying. When a merchant in your city has won his ‘Blue Eagle,’ he will be
glad to ‘run a line’ in his own newspaper Ads, calling that fact ESPECIALLY to the attention of
women. It is just a suggestion. The ‘line’ would be effective for his business. And women should
make clear the fact that they will SUPPORT EMPLOYERS WHO ‘do their part.’”32 It states
that women are “reliably estimated,” but does not cite where this estimate is coming from, nor
who compiled the data. In the example given, though, that does not matter; what matters in this
case is that the idea of women as consumers was able to convince the businesses in their
communities not only to sign on to the Blue Eagle program, but also to run ads on behalf of the
campaign. The only thing that matters is that the statistic sounds true enough. The consuming
public had been receiving mass media messages built with the assumption that the consumers
were women for so long at that point that this statistic did not require evidence to be believable.
By the 1930s it was simply accepted that women were the primary shoppers, so the 85% statistic
did not need to be backed up. On August 12th, 1933 Mary E. Hughes, Aid to Gen. Johnson,
argues that a woman’s “duty is to direct the flow of the nation’s estimated annual income of
$42,000,000,000 into concerns cooperating with the recovery program through women who, it is
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estimated are the spenders of 80 percent of that amount.”33 When cited here this figure gives
women a great deal of responsibility to help and culpability should the campaign fail. General
Johnson echoes the message later that week stating: “it is said that women do 80 percent of the
buying. It is more accurate to say they do (or in some measure control) 100 percent of our
buying. This whole venture is in the hands of our women. It is they that can put the Blue Eagle
on everything that stands or moves in trade and commerce. Our cause could not be in surer
hands.”34
Lizabeth Cohen notes that “rather than isolated ideal types, citizen and consumer were
ever shifting categories that sometimes overlapped, often were in tension, but always reflected
the permeability of the political and economic spheres.”35 There is no better example to
interrogate these ideals with than the Blue Eagle Campaign: a campaign that put consumers to
work as political actors and viewed citizens as consumers. Cohen argues that these newly
defined relationships under the New Deal offered “women and African-Americans, identification
as consumers offered a new opportunity to make claims on those wielding public and private
power in American Society.”36 The way the Blue Eagle Campaign linked consumption with
political participation helped to expand those represented in the political process by linking
politics to consumerism, but also relegated women’s newly found political engagement to the
gendered arena of shopping.
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Women were discussed first as consumers and second as canvassing support. Leach
outlines that “merchants, brokers, and manufacturers did everything they could, both
ideologically and in reality, to separate the world of production from the world of consumption
(and in the process, the men, women, and children were also divided up).”37 This separation is
mirrored within the organization of the Blue Eagle Campaign. Mary E. Hughes, head of the
N.R.A. Women’s Division, upholds this dynamic with the following scenario:
Our women… must be taught to realize that buying below a certain standard encourages
the sweatshop, the slave market of modern industry, and that there is a certain point
below which bargains cease to be bargains and become something secured at the cost of
human happiness and welfare. The merchant must, on the other hand, be aided in an
honest effort to lower his overhead.38

She reinforces this by stating, “if we teach women that they should pay for commodities, they
will learn to know both unfair price cutting and profiteering when they see it and will be able to
steer a safe course between the two to the advantage of the honest merchant, his employees and
the honest factory from which he buys his goods.”39 In these examples women were in the
position of learning how to shop better under the Blue Eagle Campaign, while men were in the
position of selling to them. Once again, this model didn’t need to be explained to the audience as
it mirrored assumptions promulgated through mass media outlets and accepted cultural norms.
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Women were tasked with the responsibility of putting the nation’s purchasing power to
work as consumers, but they also participated in a variety of other capacities to support the Blue
Eagle Campaign. The “National Recovery Administration Official Women’s Organization
Handbook by Mary E. Hughes Head of Women’s Work, N.R.A. Washington” outlined the work
that could and/or should be assigned to women. Each city was to have an organization devoted
to “women’s work,” that the handbook recommended have roughly ten women in it. The
booklet is addressed to “City Committees of the President’s Reemployment Campaign” and
begins with an explanation as to why a women’s committee should be established: “it is
desirable that all persons in your community participate in this campaign. Men as well as
women.”40 The committee members were tasked with the following duties: contact presidents of
local women’s organizations; “‘educate’, ‘inform,’ and ‘answer questions’” to make sure all the
women in your county or city are informed; encourage the newspapers “Woman’s Page” to have
daily stories about women and the NRA; get other publications to run “Woman’s Part in NRA”
stories; coordinate with local women’s organizations to pay for and run ads in support of the
NRA; make clear to local businesses that women support businesses who “do their part;” get
assigned radio time in connection with the local President’s Reemployment Drive Committee,
make use of the best time to reach women, and “use your best speakers and plan snappy,
interesting programs;” spread print materials around the community in places that women will
see them, like the YWCA; ask women’s groups affiliated with churches to study the “President’s
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Program” and sign the “Consumers’ Statement of Cooperation;” and organize women for block
by clock canvassing.41 The structure of the work outlined as the responsibility of women
ultimately upholds the definition of women as consumers. The work they were given was either
to talk to other women and convince them to buy under the Blue Eagle or convince businesses to
buy under the Blue Eagle because women want to buy Blue Eagle products. Another example of
the messaging around women’s role in the campaign can be found in a telegram shared with
NRA committee members outlining the successes of Rome, Ga and their drive: “Women
conducting the consumer canvass have returned approximately 3,000 statements of cooperation
signed by the housewife or head of the family, representing approximately 15,000 buyers.”42
Block by block neighborhood canvassing was one method of reaching consumers. Another was
to go right to the department stores: “I have asked all department stores to call their employees
together on Wednesday and get them to sign up on the consumer basis and then to sign
customers. All employees are to have buttons and in addition they are to have quantities of cards
or emblems for distribution among customers who sign the pledge.”43 As previously discussed
the department store was intentionally crafted as a female space for on-the-floor employees as
well as shoppers. The Blue Eagle Campaign puts the homosocial environment to use to get the
women working there to convince the women shopping there to sign the consumers pledge to
buy Blue Eagle products. Women became an integral part to canvassing efforts. The women
who had the ability not only to canvass but to sit on local committees had to have the free time to
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dedicate to the campaign, meaning they were likely not earning wages for the family and were
supported by a single, male breadwinner. Thus, further projecting the dominance of heterosexual
families with male heads-of-household. The value assigned to women under the efforts of the
campaign was under the umbrella of their shopping, rather than as their role as important
political actors. These acts, however, were political acts—they were actively spreading the
messaging of a president in order to bolster a campaign that hinged entirely on public opinion
and interest to join.
While women were not granted great power as political actors in the campaign, it was
made clear that failure would rest on their shoulders. In a speech General Johnson placed a great
deal of responsibility on women arguing: “I want to say a word direct to women. You may get
some slight price advantage from buying where the Blue Eagle is not; but the advantage is
nothing less than coined unemployment. This plan will work—it will make jobs and keep
them—but it will do that only if the whole country supports the Blue Eagle employers. The
success of the whole movement lies in the hands of women buyers.”44
When men are talked about in the context of the Blue Eagle Campaign there are a variety
of positions for them to fill, from producer to merchant to consumer. In the context of the Blue
Eagle Campaign men are at times included in the definition of consumer, but never touted as
important consumers in the same way that women are. For example, General Johnson argues
that “these payrolls cannot be maintained and new jobs for other hundreds of thousand of
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workers cannot be made unless every consumer in the land does his or her part NOW.”45 Here
when Johnson declares the consumer to be important he highlights “his or her part,” thereby
including men in the definition of the consumer. The next line in his address declares women to
be the household purchasing agents. So, even in including men in the definition of consumer he
is bolstering the view of women doing the bulk of the shopping or consuming. In another
address he states, “The only way to keep the Blue Eagle up is to support him. If the consumer
public- and that is all of us- cannot see and follow that simple rule this whole plan is doomed to
failure.”46 Here, again, men are included in the language of “all of us,” but they are not
highlighted as consumers.
While men are seen merely as a secondary consumer, the trope of the businessman plays
a role in the selling of the Blue Eagle Campaign just as it does in advertising for the period. In
the Handbook for Speakers there are two distinct speeches for the businessman: “A business
man’s short address” and “Short talk to business men.”47 The Business Man’s Short Address
states, “I shall cut out the frills and talk to you man to man.”48 The speech is formulated as
occurring between businessmen—one businessman giving another advice. The “frills” are left to
the female audience. Both speeches use patriotism and humanitarian motives as motivation to
support the Blue Eagle Campaign, but they note that one motive stands out to the businessman:
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“the most powerful motive of all—the motive of self-interest.”49 While the one businessman is
giving the other advice, ultimately he should take the advice as part of his own self-interest. The
businessman is patriotic, has humanitarian interests, but ultimately is looking out for himself and
his own success. While the businessman is endowed with more characteristics than the women
outlined in the handbook, he is still a fairly flat character that many men can project their own
image onto and aspire to be just as patriotic, humanitarian, and self-interested as him.

GHSoA and Liberty Loan
Johnson knew that for the NRA to be a success it had to be highly visible and familiar to
the American people. The Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval (GHSoA) served as an
important precedent in the visual vocabulary of Americans for the Blue Eagle (see figure 4). The
GHSoA had trained Americans to select products approved by an outside source. The first
GHSoA appeared in 1909 and was a regular feature of the magazine by the 1930s.50 In 1929 a
red star that “indicated that the product was not only approved by the Institute, but also
advertised in the magazine and thus backed by the ironclad contract” was added to the seal.51
The seal signified to female consumers that the product went through the rigorous testing of the
approval board, which saved her the time of researching while allowing her to feel pride in her
purchase for her home. It also connected her to a network of women shopping for the same
products. The GHSoA offered women a way to evaluate and make choices in an ever-growing
and diversifying marketplace. It was not until 1933 that the FDA would increase its purview to
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include most household products, so this women’s magazine also conducted much-needed safety
evaluations. Given Good Housekeeping’s status as the top-selling women’s mass market
magazine in this period, the GHSoA was a powerful status symbol and advertising tool that
companies wanted to secure. As a middle-class women's magazine, the seal was not only
attached to items that were deemed physically safe, but socially as well. As Strach and Russell
argue,
born when there were no advertising regulations, no consumer protection laws, and no
liability legislations, the Seal of Approval provided a significant service reaching beyond
Good Housekeeping readers to both companies and consumers in general. The Seal was one
of the first codes to set standards for the products advertised in a periodical, and its standards
of product performance applied even if the product had not been advertised in the
magazine.52

In order to obtain the seal of approval a company had to pay to be tested by the Good
Housekeeping Institute and only if the product passed inspection could it be advertised in the
magazine. The seal could also be used by the company to advertise outside of the magazine and
it demonstrated the approval of the Institute. Advertisers placed the emblem in copy as another
way to advertise the value of the product. In the beginning the emblem was used exclusively in
the magazine, but the seal later appeared in ad copy of a variety of magazines like Life and
Saturday Evening Post. Thus, by the 1930s the seal was part of the visual vocabulary of
consumers, thus having successfully “placed its brand on other brands.”53 Products earned the
seal after being tested by the Good Housekeeping Institute to determine whether the product was
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fairly advertised and could be useful for homemakers. In this regard, the NRA Blue Eagle
served as a different type of consumer protection: one for quality of goods (Good Housekeeping)
and the other for quality of the economy (Blue Eagle).
Using the very successful and very gendered GHSoA as a model, Johnson’s task was to
create a small emblem that could be affixed to products and advertisements and that would
project a message of strength, unity, and triumph; as well as carry these ideals across brands,
industries, and mediums. Charles T. Coiner worked as A.W. Ayer & Son’s art director at the
time; he sketched the symbol on a flight to Washington DC that was then used to publicize the
National Recovery Administration across the country. A.W. Ayer and Son’s hired Coiner in
1924 and he did volunteer government work throughout his career—he also designed the
armbands for the civil defense volunteers.54 The campaign worked with Coiner to create the
image, who designed it pro-bono.55 The NRA worked with many advertising companies for
publicity products like advertising mats for the Blue Eagle Campaign. Coiner filed a letters
patent request for the Blue Eagle on September 21, 1933 and the patent was issued six days later
under the number 90, 793 ½ and was granted for fourteen years. Once the patent was issued to
Coiner, he immediately signed it over to “The Government of the United States as represented by
the National Recovery Administration,” giving the Federal Government full rights over the Blue
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Eagle.5657 So while Coiner designed the image he did not control its use or profit off of it—the
National Recovery Administration did.
Coiner’s original sketch has the Blue Eagle emblem as an eagle with outstretched wings,
grasping a gear in one talon and grain in the other (see figure 5).58 However, the final image has
gears in one and lightning bolts in the other (see figure 6). NRA is written at the top of the
image. Between the letters NRA and the bird image the word “member” was written in some
cases. In most uses of the Blue Eagle emblem, the words “We Do Our Part” were included
below the eagle. “We Do Our Part” was the official slogan of the campaign, while the official
colors were red, white, and blue.59 Jacobs analyzes the image together with the text and asserts
that in conjunction they summoned industry, labor, and consumers.60 The image of the Blue
Eagle grasping lightening and gears to symbolize industry is a very masculine one. Much of the
space of the emblem is reserved for industry and patriotism. The only place where consumers
are invoked is in the “We” of “We Do Our Part.” The “We” here represents industry,
government, and the consuming public. The emblem was used to project strength on behalf of
the industry and patriotism for the consumer—a much more masculine take on the Good
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Housekeeping Seal of America (GHSoA) but also using advertising strategies and techniques
and visual language that would have been very familiar and compelling to many female
consumers.
The World War I- era Liberty Loan Campaign offered a patriotic and crisis-time blueprint to serve as a model for the Blue Eagle Campaign. Hugh Johnson was very clear that he
used his work in and observations of the Liberty Loan campaign as a model for the Blue Eagle:
“that experience, that organization, that method are the very essence of the background of NRA
and NIRA—the basic thought was if Industry can thus act as a unity for the purposes of war,
why cannot it also act as a unity for the purposes of peace.”61 One concrete practice he
implemented based on the liberty loan campaign was creating a seal and imbuing it with a direct
relationship to the federal government. This was supported by the consistent use of insignia:
“the insignia of governmental approval on doorways, letterheads, and invoices will become a
necessity in business. This method was used to great success in 1918. It is a short cut to action
and to the public support, without which no plan can succeed.”62 By imbuing the seal with the
image of the federal government he was able to attach respect, patriotism, and hopefully a sense
of civic duty to either having the seal or shopping with it as your guiding motivation. Liberty
Loan packaged Americans on the home front as important parts of the war effort through their
wallets and spending choices. This campaign also looked to Hollywood to gin up public
support—celebrities, like Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, used their star power to
convince Americans to participate in the drive. The combination of celebrity support and
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patriotism through fiscal choices is mirrored in the Blue Eagle Campaign—even the slogans are
similar. For the Liberty Loans President Wilson said “Do Your Bit for America,” while the Blue
Eagle emblems announce a more succinct “Do Your Part,” thereby combining consumer
awareness with civic responsibility. The Liberty Loan campaign focused heavily on civic
responsibility and a return on your investment in the country. You could prove your patriotism
while fighting the war with your dollar. In return you would get a sense of pride, civic
engagement, a world free of danger, and a return on your investment.
The GHSoA trained consumers to look for and trust small emblems on goods. During the
Liberty Loan Campaign Americans practiced fighting for their country with their dollar. The
Blue Eagle campaign had only to figure out how to marry the concepts and get consumer citizens
to look for an emblem on a product in which purchase represented fighting for your country
during the new crisis of the Great Depression.

34

Part II: Spectacle

Canvassing and presidential appeals during fireside chats from FDR could only go so far.
Johnson had to find a way to rally excitement from the public at large for the campaign to work.
The NRA used mass spectacle to put a spotlight on Blue Eagle activities. In this section, I will
first talk about the use of movie stars on film and over the radio, then the production of parades
across the country, and end with a close study of spectacular events in New York City at the
kickoff of the Blue Eagle Campaign. According to reporting in the New York Times the
following events took place to raise awareness and harness energy and excitement for the
campaign between August 11th and September 20th 1933: NRA planes flew over NYC with
placards, orators toured the city spreading supportive messages for the campaign, Hollywood
studios created and distributed featurettes, a national consumer canvassing campaign was
mounted, an aerial parade with female flyers was exhibited in New York, and there was the
President’s NRA parade and half-day holiday. The kick-off had to be memorable and inspiring.
The Blue Eagle Campaign officers took their cues from Hollywood and created dazzling
campaign fodder. Partnering with studios would also give the drive much-needed star power.

Star Power on Film and Over the Radio
Movie theater attendance held fairly strong through the Great Depression. In fact, the weekly
attendance of movie theaters nationally was sixty million people. The nationwide average cost
of admission was twenty-three cents.63 Segregation and poverty restricted theater attendance, so
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much of the audience was white. Although funds impacted who could attend movies and with
what regularity, there was still a heterogeneous audience when it came to class. By the mid1930s the film industry also suffered and box office numbers were down, though there remained
a significant audience. According to a 1936 Fortune survey “twenty-eight percent of the
‘prosperous,’ twenty-seven percent of the lower middle class, and nineteen percent of the poor
went to the movies once per week.”64 While the weekly movie-going audience was up in 1936
from what it had been in 1933, this breakdown of attendance seems to agree with other anecdotal
sources of the period. By advertising the Blue Eagle to movie audiences, the NRA was reaching
over forty percent of the American public.65 The ability to reach a large, previously generated
audience made for a great partnership for the NRA. These numbers mean that there were at least
nineteen percent who did not see themselves reflected on screen during the NRA appeals. While
the NRA and Blue Eagle Campaign literature used broad language like “Americans,” a critical
look at the propaganda created highlights how focused the campaign was on middle and upper
class white Americans.
The Blue Eagle Campaign worked with Hollywood to promote the campaign work; the
campaign also borrowed spectacle from Hollywood to grab Americans’ attention in other events.
In order for industry to sign on to the President’s Agreement it was important that the consuming
public mounted growing pressure on companies to get the seal. The height of the federal
government's publicity campaign to turn consumers into consumer citizens came in August and
September 1933. Americans in the 1930s were turning to collectivism as a possible antidote to
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the Great Depression. Examples of this vision can be found in Hollywood cinema, radio
programming, and literature where the visual payoff of the masses was more important than the
individual.66 Campaign organizers placed great emphasis on the impact of the kickoff for the
campaign. The intention of these spectacles was to capture the nation’s attention and
imaginations and to inspire the masses to engage with the campaign through the shared hope for
future prosperity.
General Hugh S. Johnson intentionally put Hollywood to work to spread the messages of
the Blue Eagle Campaign. An August 4th, 1933 release stated: “the motion picture industry
reaching millions of American citizens daily has been mobilized by General Hugh S. Johnson to
propagandize the purposes of the National Recovery Act .”67 The intention was to create “short
films featuring popular players and written by well-known authors” to “tell the story of the New
Deal…from thousands of screens.”68 Johnson continued to take cues from the Liberty Loan
campaign by naming John C. Flinn, who was President of the National Motion Picture
Advertisers Association and had directed the Liberty Loan motion picture campaign, to run the
motion picture campaign of the Blue Eagle Campaign. By the 1930s Hollywood celebrities held
caché with consumers. Their personas bolstered the credibility as well as the reach of the
campaign. As with the advertising drive, the NRA was careful to highlight that studios donated
the work and the product by stating: “the whole campaign is being made without cost of any kind
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to the National Recovery Administration.”69 Fox, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Paramount,
Universal, Columbia, United Artist, R-K-O-, and Harold Lloyd were among the studios that
volunteered to produce a thousand prints of their featurette and pay for them to be shown in
theaters. The NRA in partnership with the film industry was going to be able to reach millions
of people per day, while using the glitz and glam of Hollywood to convince Americans to
participate in the Blue Eagle campaign. The National Recovery Administration heralded that
each participating studio was to use their time, talents, and materials to create a “featurette” or
short in support of the NRA. These shorts would be distributed to theaters along with a release
schedule and as those release dates got closer the trade papers would have more information
about them. The featurettes were scheduled to hit theaters September 1st and run through the
thirteenth.70 Overall, the NRA said they hoped for six to eight featurettes, but many have not
been preserved or digitized.
On September 9th 1933, MGM released “Give a Man a Job” starring Jimmy Durante and
featuring Moe Howard and Frank O’Connor. This featurette is only three minutes long and has
one goal: that described in the title. The featurette opens with an image of the Blue Eagle across
the screen, clearly linking it to the campaign from the start (see figures 7.1 and 7.2) Durante
goes up to O’Connor who plays a banker who drives his own car and tells him to hire a chauffer
to “help a man from becoming a loafer.” He asks Howard to send his exterminator assistants on
a weekend vacation because “we want you to hire a crowd.” Visually, almost all of the audience,
and Durante himself (see figure 7.3), fit the businessman trope: suits, short hair, and no facial
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hair. Clearly the intended audience for this short was employers, but it does offer another
representation of idealized Americans. Men who are employers are very useful to the campaign
and can “take this message straight from the President and give a man a job.” To underscore that
this is a message from the president and a portrait of Roosevelt (see figure 7.4) on the wall of the
stage from which Durante was giving his speech. The lone woman in the piece is called a
hypochondriac and is ordered to go to as many doctors as she can for ailments from pneumonia
to Halitosis to entirely made up diseases, both for her enjoyment and to end unemployment. Her
role here is as consumer—not of products, but of medical care. Her ability to give someone a job
comes from paying them for a service, not hiring them. Of course, there were women in 1933
who had the agency to hire employees, but that was not the what the NRA hoped to highlight.
The NRA worked to reinforce gender norms across the US through every woman and
businessman stereotypes.
Mass media coverage and promotion of the Blue Eagle both shaped and reflected the
“tension between individualism and community, between private initiative and public
planning.”71 In Hollywood, the backstage musical (a musical within a musical), exemplified this
dynamic tension. Dickstein noted that the cycle of this musical “reached its peak in 1933 and
1934 during the transition from the Hoover era to the early New Deal. It took on its greatest
cultural meaning when Depression influences success stories…were joined with Berkeley’s
ingenious and stupefying choreography, which was marked by its bizarre, collective, abstract,
often dehumanizing visual patterns.”72 The choreography itself prioritized the collective, the
individuals worked for the benefit of the group. Dickstein went on to call Berkeley’s
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choreography a “reflection of the fantasy life of the Great Depression.”73 The backstage musical
dealt with the Depression in its subject matter; these were not escapist fantasies, but rather
imaginings of a future without the Depression, where the masses relied on communities working
in tandem. The story lines were notably more optimistic than gangster movies like “I am a
Fugitive from a Chain Gang,” which came out before FDR’s election and the last line of the
which is “I steal.” FDR and his New Deal were offering Americans hope, which was reflected in
these musicals where an individual dancer is talented, but the meaning is only clear when you
see the entire ensemble.
A Warner Brothers 1933 featurette used the trope of the backstage musical as a basis for their
number. “Box Office” announced “The Road is Open Again” on September 7th, “in which Dick
Powell appears as a song writer struggling to write a patriotic song.”74 Powell is at his piano
working on some notes with portraits of George Washington, Abraham Lincoln, and Woodrow
Wilson over his shoulder when he falls asleep (see figure 8). His dream begins at a Civil War
battlefield with musicians playing Yankee Doodle in the background. Then the embodied
presidents appear in the parlor alongside the piano talking about how the man is writing a song
about the NRA. Wilson says, “there’s nothing like a song to inspire a nation.” Lincoln declares
that things are getting better every day while examining a newspaper headline that states: “More
Than A Million Jobs Created by the NRA.” The songwriter represents Americans who do not
have an expert-level understanding of the NRA and he questions the presidents about the role of
the NRA. Wilson announces that the NRA “will end unemployment and restore the purchasing
power of the American people” and that “President Roosevelt has asked each employer to split
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up existing work to give more people jobs and to see to it that every man has a living wage.”
Lincoln: “I lived to see the freeing of the slaves, but this is a step towards the freeing of the
slaves if the sweatshops, eliminating child labor, and giving toilers a chance to enjoy the beauties
of life.” A call to action is delivered by Washington to get the song writer and all other
American to patronize stores that display the Blue Eagle: “those stores are sharing to bring back
prosperity.” The songwriter gets his idea when Washington foretells that “the road to better
times will be open again.” The dream fades away and the song writer begins singing his song
“The Road is Better Again.” After the song writer sings it once through, he announces
“everybody sing!” Lyrics appear on the screen for everyone to join into the collective of
America to do their share and sing along. Behind the title cards patriotic images appear—
loggers, trains, men plowing fields, steamships, Lady liberty, the White House, President
Roosevelt, construction, and factory work. The featurette was less than seven minutes long, but
met the goal of explaining the NRA to the viewers and establishing their part in the collective—it
even gave them a chance to immediately enter, and feel the enthusiasm of, the group sing along
declaring that the better times are now. By singing along, the viewers of the featurette are
joining a movement: a movement to support the Blue Eagle Campaign and to go out and buy.
The audience is learning their role as a good consumer citizen.
Ties to the government and larger calls to patriotism were present throughout the entire
featurette. The title card of the film read: “N.R.A. Official Featurette” as well as “Patriotically
contributed by the motion picture industry.” The fade out at the end goes from FDR to the
American Flag to the Blue Eagle member seal. The featurette was a clear form of propaganda,
but Hollywood also lent star power to the cause by having Dick Powell, a well know boy-hero
actor, play the part of the struggling song writer. According to “Box Office” this NRA short was
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slated to “be shown in theaters, schools, and churches for the National Recovery Administration
Campaign.”75
The success of the backstage musical as well as the creation and publicity of the Blue
Eagle Campaign did not happen in a vacuum. In fact, these modes of engaging the American
public existed relationally in 1933 and 1934. 42nd Street, released March 11, 1933, was billed as
“Inaugurating a NEW DEAL in ENTERTAINMENT.”76 Footlight Parade, a Warner Bros.
production with Busby Berkeley featuring Dick Powell released on October 21, 1933, shows the
image of the Blue Eagle in a dazzling dance sequence, shot from above to allow for its full view.
In fact, this number was filled with patriotic symbols: the American Flag, FDR’s face, and the
Blue Eagle. Footlight Parade took on the Depression directly in its storyline. The film opens
with the threat of movie theaters and their forty-cent tickets putting musical theaters out of
business. James Cagney’s character, Chester Kent, declares “breadline I hear you calling me”
and, when his wife worries he will not be able to support the way of life she has become
accustomed, ends up getting divorced. Once Kent receives a dose of inspiration from a chainstore pharmacist, he begins the mass production of prologues, or short live plays, to play at
picture houses across the country before film showings. But the competition is going to beat him
out if he does not produce three winning prologues in three days. FDR and the Blue Eagle are
featured along with the American flag in the final of these three prologues, “Shanghai Nights.”
The trailer for Footlight Parade bills “Shanghai Nights” as “the thrill of musical screen thrills,”
which is a tall order given that the first two numbers have “300 of the worlds most talented
girls,” “The Fountain of Beauty,” and “scores of bashful brides” in “The Honeymoon Hotel.”
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Making the patriotism of “Shanghai nights more thrilling than the promise of honeymoon sex in
“The Honeymoon Hotel” or hundreds of bikini-clad women in a tropical oasis from “The
Fountain of Beauty”.
“Shanghai Nights,” the prologue (a live, mini play before the film), follows an American
sailor, played by Kent (Cagney) who saves his own production by filling in for another actor
who cannot go on and starring in the last number, in which he searches for his “Shanghai Lil.”
The American sailor begins his search in a bar where eventually he finds her (played by Ruby
Keeler in yellow face) inside a wooden box. The premise is that the American sailor is shipping
back home and she wants to go too. A large parade is staged on what is supposed to be the
streets of Shanghai to wish the US Navy sailors well on their return home. The parade breaks
into a Busby Berkeley spectacular dance number with marching, guns firing, and swirling
kaleidoscopic scenes shot from above. In one moment of this kaleidoscope the dancers (see
figure 9.1), which at this point includes the sailors and local well wishers (also in yellow face),
hold up signs that when aligned show the American flag. The center is then redistributed to
show a portrait of FDR (see figure 9.2), and then finally, along to the tune of Yankee Doodle, the
Blue Eagle (see figure 9.3). During these scenes Shanghai Lil manages to steal a sailor uniform
and the number ends with the two of them boarding the ship together. The couple is on their way
to a prosperous US that has been saved by FDR and the Blue Eagle; it is an imagined future that
will pertain if everyone gets on board and follows the Blue Eagle Campaign.
These films reinforce the visions of idealized Americans. Dick Powell and James Cagney’s
characters are employed men in business suits. Joan Blondell, Ruby Keeler, and all the chorus
girls were young, long-legged, white women, with bobs and understated makeup—a possible
version of the everywoman. That the leading roles were played using the recognizable tropes of
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the businessman and everywoman demonstrates the ways that Hollywood, advertising, and the
Blue Eagle Campaign expanded and reinforced the gender norms of the period.
Radio had a part to play in publicizing the Blue Eagle, too. Radio was increasingly more
accessible to many Americans than the movies. By 1933 19.3 million Americans owned a radio
and many more had access to a radio, including working-class and poor Americans.77 Even as
Hollywood box office dropped by the mid-1930s in part due to competition from radio, many
performers and studios worked to figure out how to harness this new medium. And one of
Hollywood’s most iconic figures Mary Pickford lent her celebrity to the cause on Sunday,
August 27th 1933, “over the combined Columbia and National Systems.”78 This harkens back to
WWI Liberty Bond campaigns. Advertised across the country, this national broadcast required a
“double transcontinental hook-up” in order to “flash back and forth over the country, picking up
its participants in Washington, New York, Hollywood, and many other cities.”79 Johnson was
scheduled to begin the broadcast at nine-thirty from Washington and Pickford was to join from
New York. While Pickford was billed as the headliner, the program also included Eddie Cantor,
Al Johnson, Will Rogers, Jack Pearl, and Lowell Thomas as the Master of Ceremonies. Using
Pickford as the headliner was clearly meant to attract female fans and listeners. The evening
broadcast included a variety of segments, including one from “Madam Schumann-Heink [who]
will make a special appeal to women in support of the Blue Eagle program.”80 Schumann-Heink
was a famous opera singer known to sing Stille Nacht over the radio every Christmas and had
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entertained the troops during WWI. The technology required for this transcontinental broadcast
was itself part of the spectacle given the way it was touted in the advertising. Generating press
about the radio broadcast studded with stars ensured more people would tune-in to hear the stars
and end up receiving information about what they could do for the Blue Eagle Campaign: Buy,
Buy, Buy!

Parades
Large-scale public events could be caught on film and then projected in newsreels at the
start of movies to increase the impact of the actions. These large production numbers held in
public spaces allowed masses to gather, become inspired, and save America. The Blue Eagle
campaign workers encouraged local governments to put the Blue Eagle on display and drum up
excitement. An internal NRA release called attention to the events happening across the country,
“mass meetings parades and other methods of focusing public attention upon the movement are
being planned.”1 There were not any official directives as to how to create or run these events,
so long as they garnered positive public attention for the NRA and the Blue Eagle drive.
Authorities from many localities were proud when they received attention from anyone at the
federal level, which would come in the form of memos or as part of press briefings.
The NRA announced that Labor Day 1933 should be used across the towns and cities of
the US for shows of support through parades or other festivities. From Sioux City, Iowa to
Chattanooga, Tennessee, and San Francisco, California, American towns and cities complied,
with parades, picnics, shows, and costumes. In many of the locations the Labor Day NRA
parade was the largest parade on record. Some patterns surfaced among the many events: red,
white, and blue decorations; NRA slogans like “We Do Our Part” and “Buy American”; and
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parades with marchers, automobiles, floats, music bands, and a show of workers/laborers. Each
locality added their own creativity and character to the events, but all retained the central
messaging that being a good American meant being a good consumer and buying Blue Eagle
products. As will be discussed in what follows, these parades and other festivities upheld
women as the primary consumer.
A spectacle of an event was held in Sioux City Iowa: the “Golden Pig Parade” to “squeal
the Depression to death.” The event included a burial of “old man Depression,” whose pall
bearers were “ten cent corn” and “one cent hogs”: a show of hope for Henry Wallace’s
agriculture program. Wallace was even scheduled to be in town to witness this honor as the
Secretary of Agriculture. On the local-level it becomes clear that individuals were not looking at
each New Deal program as a separate entity, but rather as a package. In hopes of ending the
Depression people looked to the NRA and other programs in tandem—so a parade like this made
sense to them in order to show support for the NRA. The personification of the economic crisis
as “old man Depression” and designating corn and hogs as pall bearers (who are traditionally
male), this agricultural take on Labor Days offers a version of festivities centered on the role of
men in recovery.
In San Francisco consumerism and women took the lead. Marvin Lewis wrote and
directed a play titled: “America on a Shopping Tour.” The San Francisco Examiner described
the play as follows:
This playlet…depicts a group of young housewives, market baskets upon their arms,
setting forth to patronize the NRA merchant. As the dollars change hands, men go back
to work and Uncle Sam locks arms with the merchant, laborer and consumer as the Star
Spangled Banner sweeps over the audience. And the theme of the play like the theme of
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the day, is caught up in the opening song of the housewives, ‘Pack Up Your Troubles in
Your Old Kit Bag, and BUY, BUY, BUY.81

The housewives’ opening song was an adaptation of an old WWI song: ending in a smile, rather
than a sale. The gender switching of the hero from soldier to consuming housewife bolsters the
role of women in economic recovery for the country. Many familiar themes arise in this play:
women save the market and put men back to work by shopping: an imagined standard female
activity. The San Francisco festivities featured women a number of times. A float in the parade
itself included “a group of pretty San Francisco girls in a Blue Eagle tableaux. Mrs. Ruth May
Friend, as ‘Columbia,’ will be the central figure, attended by Antoinette de Cathlinean, Vera
Thomas, Lillian Anderson, Conchita Trizino, Lorraine Ricketson and Arline Chamberline. The
international sextette, wearing ‘Buy in September’ ribbons, [rode] in a bower of greens and
flowers, with eagles perched overhead.”82 Columbia, Uncle Sam, and eagles all made their way
into the messaging of purchasing—marking shopping as an American value. The “international
sextette” gained their consumer citizenship though consumption, no matter their backgrounds: so
long as they bought American, they were American.
In Chattanooga, the festivities began at eight in the morning when “exploding air bombs
[were] set off from the roof of the Hotel Patten,” followed by “a demonstration of airplanes
circling above the city [which] attracted citizens to the parade area.” The Chattanooga festivities
took their cues from other great patriotic parades that were filled with war imagery—after all the
NRA was fighting to end the Great Depression in a systemic and organized fashion.
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Since the NRA did not have a budget for such spectacles, local parade organizers turned
to company sponsorships and other donations of time, services, and supplies. In Lexington
Kentucky the “giant parade [was] sponsored by Man O’War Post, American Legion,”83 the local
branch of the veteran’s organization. The Grayline Sightseeing buses donated their use to the
transportation of the San Francisco bands and pageant participants.84 By sponsoring the parade,
businesses had the opportunity to put a spotlight on their patriotism and support of the Blue
Eagle Campaign. Their products would be advertised right alongside the NRA and Blue Eagle
for hundreds or thousands to see. Local tax dollars also, surely, were put to use given the use of
planes, fire engines, and road closures. However, by touting the fact that the NRA was not
paying for these events or advertising space, the campaign is expressing how efficient they are as
well as working to increase public trust. Spending a large sum of money on publicity during an
economic crisis would likely have caused the public to question the need for it and the efficacy
of the drive.
Parades offer a glimpse into on-the-ground efforts of local committees. It is hard to track the
canvassing campaign outside of the numbers reported by district, but these parades were written
about in newspapers. They show how communities understood their place in the campaign and
offer a translation of the values of the NRA and New Deal more broadly. People saw an
opportunity to help the country and were pleased to rally together for patriotic events. Some
tropes were recycled (“Pack Up Your Troubles”), and others were brand new (burying “Old Man
Depression”) but people came out in droves to see them. These events offered hope.
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New York City Case Study
In New York City alone there were many events held specifically to capture people’s
attention and convince them of the importance of participating in the Blue Eagle Campaign.
Two of the largest spectacles, which will be discussed below, were an aerial show to kickoff
flyer distribution and a parade down 5th Avenue.
Large advertising firms had their headquarters in New York City and a large local printing
industry supported it. Given the importance of advertising to the Blue Eagle Campaign, New
York City became a hub for printed publicity materials. To generate excitement for the
upcoming drive, the Blue Eagle Campaign orchestrated a mass amusement that could be
experienced by many New Yorkers. Many planes were needed in New York in order to
distribute campaign materials across the country. On Friday August 11th 1933, “thirty huge army
planes” converged on Floyd Bennett Field in Brooklyn to carry materials to twelve major cities
including Jacksonville and Albany. Before they departed New York the “flotilla of planes,”
along with dirigibles carrying “We Do Our Part” banners, performed an airshow for onlookers:
“The ships [carried] over 234 bundles weighing about 75 pounds each, or approximately nine
tons of material.”85 Normally both a pilot and mechanic flew on the plane, but with nine tons of
material the pilots flew without the mechanics. In a radio address, the Postmaster, Hon. James A
Farley said “the flyers have told us that they believe it is more important that they carry every
possible pound of insignias than it is that they be accompanied by a mechanic.” Farley goes on
to extol the bravery of the pilots comparing them to the fearless, patriotic, and determined Floyd
Bennett for whom the airport was named. The show of heroic, male bravery harkens back to
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wartime rhetoric. The combination of radio address, airshow, and show of productivity offered a
spectacle in which many New Yorkers could partake while sharing the otherwise fairly mundane
news that production materials were printed and delivered.
The September 13th, 1933 parade down Fifth avenue in New York city had a grandstand
set up for General Hugh S. Johnson and others to review the parade just outside the
Schwartzman building on 5th Avenue between 41st Street. It was scheduled to start at one o’clock
in the afternoon and to last no more than eight hours.86 The parade route started at Washington
Square Park and marched north to 72nd street, a 3.3-mile route. The Daily News reported
265,000 marchers and 1,750,000 spectators. The 15,000 New York City policemen had trouble
corralling everyone, with reports of broken windows from too many people sardined on the
sidewalks (reports state that no one was seriously injured from the broken glass). Many people
who turned out to watch the parade were turned away due to lack of available sight lines and
went instead to local restaurants, beer gardens, and speakeasies. In a 1935 reflection of the
parade, Johnson called it “a jammed river of humanity.”87
As a spectator, you would have felt the cramped conditions on the sidewalks and
hopefully you were not one of those that fainted due to the crowds and many hours of standing.
You would have heard people cheering, clapping (apparently this was the most common show of
support of the crowd gathered in front of St. Patrick’s Cathedral on 5th Avenue between 50th and
51st Streets), police officers asking people to stand back, vendors hawking refreshments, idle chit
chat, and folks complaining that they could not see. Sounds coming from the parade included
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people cheering, bands playing “Happy Days are Here Again” and “Hinky-Dinky Parlez Vous.”
If you were lucky enough to have a line of sight to the parade you would have seen Miss Liberty
and Miss NRA at the head. Beginning the parade with these two female figures centers the
importance of women to the efforts while simultaneously them by making them somewhat
mythical figures rather than real examples of women. Miss Liberty was dressed in a dress with a
torch and crown, while Miss NRA donned eagle wings, an eagle tiara, and looked to be holding
cut out lightning bolts like the ones the eagle is clutching on the seal—clearly depicting the Blue
Eagle. Miss NRA and Miss Liberty were chosen through a city-wide beauty pageant: “the idea
is to select the woman best qualified based on her beauty to receive the title of ‘Miss NRA.’”88
Again, women are most valued based on their beauty. Even as part of a campaign, which
heralded activities traditionally reserved for women, shopping and gossiping, the most valuable a
woman can be is beautiful.
Continuing on the parade route, you might have spotted the entertainment industries
chorus girls from Loewes, Paramount, and Roxy music hall in their bare-legged costumes. The
Metro Goldwyn Mayer lion, Leo who made an appearance as well. Alongside throngs of
workers, you might have seen a clown, even one that released carrier pigeons. Eventually, you
would have felt the roar of planes before you saw them, as more than twenty navy, army,
marines, and civilian planes flew overhead. For the most part, spirits seemed to be high; “it was
a real smile parade, with the bands and bunting and banners to help make it so.”89 The New
York parade did not break the pattern. It also had red, white, and blue decorations along with
patriotic symbolism and nod to the military. Although this was touted as New York’s largest
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peacetime parade, the event borrowed some of the pomp and circumstance of it to give it the
Great Depression the weight of emergency.
Whether the spectacle was created to share industry news, stir up excitement, or prompt
shopping it was important to the campaign that many people be present and that it was filled with
the pomp and circumstance of patriotism.
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Conclusion

Because women were seen as the primary consumer citizens of the Blue Eagle Campaign,
which was designed to restore the purchasing power of Americans through increased
consumerism, the success of the program hinged on women. The program granted women
access to platforms they had not had previously by naming chairwomen and female lieutenant
generals for the canvassing campaign, designing speeches particularly for women, and stressing
the increased importance of the consumer citizen. However, the arena women were welcome to
engage with politically was limited to consumerism and its promotion. The idealized American
man was allowed to have power in so many arenas from business to politics and even
consumption, but the idealized American woman was granted expertise in shopping practices
and private home life. Some of those not included in this caricature—working women of color,
single parent households, multi-generational immigrant households with multiple breadwinners,
non-heterosexual family units, for example—could gain access to consumer citizenship with the
right amount of money and agency, but overall the Blue Eagle Campaign expanded and
solidified the privileges of the middleclass, white, heterosexual family unit.
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Colgate, The Saturday Evening Post p.33 January 3, 1931
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Seventeen, Ladies Home Journal, June 1932.
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Figure 2.1

Williams, The Saturday Evening Post January 11, 1930.
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Brisk, The Saturday Evening Post May 17, 1930.
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Figure 3.1

Photograph of a Woman Hanging an NRA Poster in the Window of a Restaurant
ca. 1934
Franklin D. Roosevelt Library
Public Domain Photographs
1882-1962
National Archives Identifier: 196519
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Figure 3.2

Tangee, Ladies’ Home Journal, December 1934.
Mennen, The Saturday Evening Post, September 30, 1933.
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Figure 4.1

Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval, 1929.

Figure 4.2

Vapex, Ladies’ Home Journal, December 1931.
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Figure 5

Coiner’s Blue Eagle Sketch, 1933.
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Figure 6

Blue Eagle Emblem
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Figure 7.1

“Give A Man A Job”
Figure 7.2

“Give A Man A Job”
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Figure 7.3

“Give A Man A Job”
Figure 7.4

“Give A Man A Job”
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Figure 8

Picture of those involved with The Road is Open Again
Motion Picture Daily September 16, 1933.
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Figure 9.1

Footlight Parade
Figure 9.2

Footlight Parade
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Figure 9.3

Footlight Parade
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Figure 10

Daily News (New York, New York) 14 Sep 1933.
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Figure 11.1

Miss NRA and Miss Liberty The Brooklyn Daily Eagle September 12, 1933.
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Figure 11.2

NRA Head Float Daily News September 14, 1933.
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